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Local visualization of asymmetric flux pinning by magnetic dots with perpendicular magnetization
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Field polarity-dependent flux pinning is investigated in a superconducting Pb film on an array of Co/Pt dots
with out-of-plane magnetization. With the magnetic momentsm of all dots aligned, the pinning force strongly
depends on the mutual orientation ofm and the magnetic fieldH. By scanning Hall probe microscopy, we have
revealed the origin of this field polarity-dependent pinning. For antiparallelm and H, vortices are loosely
‘‘caged’’ at interstitial positions, while for parallelm and H, vortices are strongly pinned on the dots, thus
providing a strong pinning asymmetry.
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Artificial pinning centers in superconductors are used
significantly increase the critical current densityj c and as
model systems to study the fundamental properties of
interaction between flux lines and different types of pinni
centers. Advances in lithography have enabled their c
trolled fabrication at submicron and nanometer scales.

Previous work has focused on pinning by artificial arra
of submicron holes1–8 or ferromagnetic dots.9–16 Matching
effects between the vortex lattice and a pinning array h
been observed in electrical transport and macroscopic m
netization measurements, and in molecular dynam
simulations.17,18 Vortex pinning by artificial pinning arrays
has also been investigated on a microscopic scale by l
imaging techniques as Lorentz microscopy19 and scanning
Hall-probe microscopy~SHPM!,13,20–24which are powerful
tools for understanding the macroscopic transport and m
netization data.

When using ferromagnetic dots as pinning centers,
artificially created pinning potential in the superconducti
film depends not only on the geometry, but also on the m
netic properties of the dots, such as their magnetization
rection, magnetic moment, stray field direction and streng
etc. For dots with out-of-plane magnetization significan
stronger pinning was observed when the applied fieldH and
the magnetic momentsm of the dots have the same polari
~‘‘parallel’’ ! compared to the case of opposite polar
~‘‘antiparallel’’ !.10,12A local imaging study of these system
is still lacking. For the strong pinning case (H andm paral-
lel! it is reasonable to assume that the FL’s are pinned at
dots~on-site pinning!. The much weaker pinning for antipa
allel H andm can result from weaker on-site pinning or fro
interstitial pinning where the FL’s are repelled by the do
and positioned between them due to ‘‘caging.’’25

In this paper, vortex pinning is investigated in a thin P
film with an array of submicron magnetic Co/Pt dots w
perpendicular anisotropy. Macroscopic magnetization m
surements reveal strongly asymmetric pinning with resp
to the polarity of the applied field. We demonstrate that
interaction between FL’s and magnetic dots can be switc
from attractive to repulsive by changing their mutual ma
netic alignment from parallel to antiparallel. This we pro
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directly via local visualization using SHPM with single vo
tex resolution, which provides key insights into the micr
scopic interaction of FL’s with magnetic pinning center
Simple energy considerations support the SHPM obse
tions, and reveal the microscopic origin of a pronounc
field-polarity dependent pinning.

A schematic drawing of the investigated sample is giv
in Fig. 1. The substrate is a Si single crystal with an am
phous SiO2 top layer. The magnetic dots consist of
@Co(0.3 nm)/Pt(1.1 nm)#10 multilayer on a 3 nm Pt buffer
layer and are fabricated by electron-beam lithograp
electron-beam evaporation in ultrahigh vacuum, and lift-
techniques. They have a square shape with a side leng
400 nm and rounded corners and are arranged in a sq
lattice with a 1mm period. Hysteresis loops measured
room temperature using the magneto-optical Kerr effect h
confirmed the perpendicular anisotropy of the Co/Pt do
With H perpendicular to the substrate, the dot array ha
coercive field of 2.3 kOe and showed 100% magnetic rem
nence. After saturating the dotsH could be swept within
21 kOe,H,1 kOe without changing the magnetic re
sponse of the array, indicating that the magnetic state of
dots remains virtually unchanged.

Layers of 10 nm Ge, 50 nm Pb~behaving as a type-II
superconductor with critical temperatureTc57.17 K), 25
nm Ge~protective layer!, and 50 nm Au were consecutivel
deposited on top of the dot array. The insulating Ge lay
avoid proximity effects between the metallic and superc
ducting layers, while the Au layer facilitates the approach
the SHPM probe in a tunneling control mode. Further pre

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of a cross section of the stud
sample. For clarity, vertical dimensions are 73 magnified.
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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ration details are given elsewhere.11–13,26 The penetration
depthl(0)548 nm and the coherence lengthj(0)535 nm
in our sample could be estimated from electrical transp
measurements on a 25 nm reference Pb film. Close toTc ,
when l@t, with t550 nm the thickness of the superco
ducting layer in our sample, this results in an effective p
etration depthL(T)5l2(T)/t546 nm/(12T/Tc).

The macroscopic pinning properties of the hybrid syst
~dots with superconducting film! are investigated in a Quan
tum Design superconducting quantum interference de
~SQUID! magnetometer. Figure 2 showsM (H) magnetiza-
tion curves nearTc in perpendicular fieldH after the dots
were magnetized aboveTc in H5140 kOe~i.e., m.0) and
H5240 kOe (m,0) perpendicular to the surface. The fie
axes are normalized to the first matching fieldH1 given by
m0H15f0 /1 mm252.068 mT at which exactly one supe
conducting flux quantumf0 is generated per unit cell of th
dot array. The width of the loopDM5M 12M 2 ~with M 1

and M 2 the upper and lower branches! can be considered
proportional to the critical current densityj c(H).5 When H
and m have the same polarity, we observe a large wi
DM (H) and pronounced matching effects at integer~1, 2,
and 3! and several fractional multiples~1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 3/4,
5/4, 4/3, 3/2, 5/3, and 7/4! of H1. The matching effects in-
dicate the presence of commensurate vortex configuration

FIG. 2. M (H/H1) magnetization curves at different temper
tures nearTc ~7.00 K open symbols, 7.10 K filled symbols! showing
the superconducting response of the Pb layer on top of the Co/P
array with all dots aligned in a positive~upper panel! and negative
~lower panel! sense.H1520.68 Oe is the first matching field.
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a strong periodic pinning potential. IfH andm have opposite
polarity, DM is substantially reduced and weak matchi
features are observed atuH/H1u51/2, and 1.

High-resolution SHPM was used at low temperatures
image the local magnetic inductionbz(x,y) above the
sample surface. The experimental setup is based on a m
fied commercial low temperature scanning tunneling mic
scope~STM!, in which a microfabricated GaAs/AlGaAs he
erojunction chip replaces the tunneling tip. The Hall cro
(0.25mm wire width! is defined in the 2D-electron gas at th
corner of the chip a fewmm away from an integrated STM
tip. The used SHPM set-up at the University of Bath is d
scribed in more detail in Ref. 27. To increase the signal-
noise ratio, the images shown in this paper are obtained
averaging several~typically 20! image scans.

To reveal the microscopic origin of the strongM (H)
asymmetry, we have used SHPM to investigate the vor
patterns in the sample. Images are first recorded in zero
plied field at temperatures slightly above and belowTc .
When the dots are magnetized in a large negative perp
dicular field, they appear as a square array of dark spot
T57.4 K.Tc @Fig. 3~a!#. The peak-to-valleybz contrast of
the image in Fig. 3~a! is 0.30 G. After zero field cooling the
sample toT56.8 K,Tc thebz peak-to-valley amplitude de
creases by about 20% to 0.25 G, as can be clearly seen
the weaker contrast in Fig. 3~b!. This effect is believed to be
due to the response of the superconductor to the local m
netic stray field of the dots,13,15,16,23,28in which, depending
on the strength of the stray field, it will be screened or no
zero fluxoids will be induced in the superconductor. Belo
Tc supercurrent patternsj s appear in the Pb film encircling
the dots, which depend on the amount of flux generated b
dot.15,28 In our sample, the stray field of the dots is not su
ficiently large to induce nonzero fluxoids in the superco
ductor. Consequently, local supercurrentsj s screen the flux
of the dots and reduce the measured fieldbz above the
sample surface. The reason why the Hall probe still meas
a non zero field above the dots is probably related to inco
plete screening since at temperatures close toTc the effective
penetration depth is of the order of the spacing between
dots (L(T56.8 K)'900 nm). Moreover, the fieldbz is
measured at a certain distance (;200 nm) above the super
conductor surface.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! are SHPM images obtained afte

ot

FIG. 3. Zero field SHPM images showing the local inductionbz

above the sample surface over a (4.2mm)2 area at~a! T57.4 K
.Tc and ~b! 6.8 K,Tc after magnetizing the dots in a negativ
field (m,0). The dots appear as dark spots, the dotted line in
cates the square dot array. The peak-to-valley contrast is 0.30
0.25 G for~a! and ~b!, respectively.
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LOCAL VISUALIZATION OF ASYMMETRIC FLUX . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 014509 ~2003!
field cooling the sample in small negative (H521.6 Oe)
and positive fields (H511.6 Oe), respectively, correspond
ing to about 8.5 flux quanta in the scanned area
(10.5mm)2. One can clearly recognize nine negative~dark!
vortices in Figs. 4~a! and 8 positive~bright! vortices in Fig.
4~b!, in perfect agreement with the expected number of fl
quanta. The square array of dots (m,0) produces a much
weaker contrast and is indicated by small dots for clar
The location of the vortices depends on the field polar
When the magnetic field of the vortex points in the sa
direction as the magnetic moments of the dots@Fig. 4~a!, m
,0 andH,0], the vortices are positioned at the dot sites.
contrast, vortices with opposite field polarity@Fig. 4~b!, m
,0, H.0] are located at interstitial positions.

These local visualization experiments can be correla
with the global magnetization experiments depicted in Fig
WhenH andm are parallel, the flux lines are pinned by th
dots and high critical currents and pronounced matching
fects are observed. On the other hand, for the antipar
alignment ofH andm, the FL’s are caged at interstices whe
they have a higher mobility and the pinning is substantia
reduced.

The field polarity-dependent pinning can be explained
considering a balance of several mutually dependent en
terms. The relevant energy contributions describing a m
netic dot with fixed moment along thez direction interacting
with a single FL can be written asEkinetic1Efield1Emoment.
Ekinetic is the kinetic energy associated with the total curr
in the system~screening currentj s of the dot and supercur
rentsj v encircling the FL!; Efield is related to the field energ
in the superconductor (;f2) and the magnetostatic energ
of the stray fields outside the SC;

Emoment52E
dot

mW ~rW !.bW ~rW !drW ~1!

is the energy of the magnetic moment of the dot in the lo
field bW of the FL ~see also Ref. 10!. In addition, the geomet
ric modulation of the Pb film~deposited on top of the do
pattern! can create a pinning contribution with attractive sit
at the dot positions. This geometric pinning contribution
however not dependent on field polarity and we theref
leave it out of this discussion. We also do not take into

FIG. 4. SHPM images of a (10.5mm)2 area of the sample in
H521.6 Oe ~left panel! and H511.6 Oe ~right panel!, at T
56.8 K ~field-cooled!. The tiny black/white dots indicate the pos
tions of the Co/Pt dots, which are all aligned in the negative se
(m,0). The flux lines emerge as diffuse dark (H,0) or bright
(H.0) spots in the SHPM images.
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count the rather small energy contributions related to
reduced order parameter in the vortex core and near the m
netic dots.

Since in our case the stray field~flux! of the dot is
screened,Efield is effectively reduced to the field energy o
the FL. Hence we need only considerEkinetic1Emoment for
on-site and interstitial pinning (Eon-site and Einterst) for the
case whereH ~or bz) andm are parallel and antiparallel. Fo
the parallel case the screening currentsj s of the dot and the
current j v of the FL have opposite circulation sense and w
partially cancel one another if the FL is positioned on t
dot. ThereforeEkinetic

on-site,Ekinetic
interst . Whenm andbz are parallel,

Emoment<0, but the energy reduction is much higher for t
on-site pinning, thereforeEmoment

on-site ,Emoment
interst . As a result

Eon-site,Einterst and the FLs are strongly pinned at the do
whenH andm are parallel.

For the antiparallel alignment ofm andH, j s and j v have
the same circulation sense. Therefore,Ekinetic

on-site is proportional
to ( j s1 j v)2. For an interstitial FL,Ekinetic

interst is roughly propor-
tional to j s

21 j v
2 ~assuming no overlap of the current pa

terns!, so thatEkinetic
on-site>Ekinetic

interst . For the antiparallel alignmen
of m and bz , Emoment is always positive andEmoment

on-site

.Emoment
interst . We can therefore conclude for the case of an

parallelm andH that FL’s are caged interstitially, leading t
much weaker pinning.

With increasing vortex density, collective effects set
due to the growing vortex-vortex interaction. For the case
parallel alignment, this leads to the observation of nic
ordered on-site pinned vortex configurations in the SHP
images at the matching fields and at fractional match
fields ~e.g., 1/3, 1/2!, while the ordering of the interstitia
FL’s for the antiparallel case is much less pronounced du
the weak and much less confined caging. Since these co
tive effects do not depend on field polarity, they have
direct implication on the above discussed energy balan
Field polarity-dependent pinning has also been observed
superconductor with in-plane oriented magnetic dipoles.13 In
that particular case, nonzero fluxoids were induced in
superconductor by the flux of the dipoles. Similar ener
considerations with the relevant contributions in that ca
being Efield1Ekinetic ~for in-plane dipoles,Emoment can be
omitted! lead to the conclusion that positive flux lines wou
be located at the negative pole~and vice versa!, in agreement
with the direct SHPM observations.

In conclusion, we have investigated vortex pinning in
superconducting Pb film on an array of Co/Pt dots with p
pendicular anisotropy, by combining integrated respo
technique~magnetization measurements! with a local probe
technique~SHPM!. With all dots aligned, the magnetizatio
curve of the hybrid system is extremely asymmetric w
respect to the sign of the applied magnetic field, indicat
that the flux pinning strength is clearly field polarity depe
dent. We find strong pinning when the field and the mom
of the dots point in the same direction~parallel! and much
weaker pinning when they are antiparallel. Direct local stu
ies of the pinning phenomena by SHPM and simple ene
considerations yield key insights into the microscopic orig

e
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of the field polarity-dependent pinning. The higher critic
current for parallel m and H can be attributed to a stron
on-site pinning of flux lines at the dot positions. The mu
weaker pinning in the antiparallel case is related to the F
caged at interstices due to the repulsive interaction with
rounding magnetic dots. This implies that for the antipara
alignment, the unusual case of a periodic array of repuls
obstacles for the FL’s is achieved, which can result in
markable vortex dynamics~e.g., negative mobility, ratche
effect!.29
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